
MOTIONCITY
The concept behind Motion City is to utilise the flexibility of parametric 
modelling to create motion inspired buildings in the midst of the busy 

CBD. By doing this the theme of Motion City is brought to life.

The inspiration behind the theme ‘motion’ is derived from the ever busy 
location of the site, bounded by King Street, Castlereagh Street and Pitt 

Street. The site is not only located at the centre of the busy Sydney CBD 
but is also located right next to a famous Sydney landmark - the Centre 
Point Tower. It is also additionally surrounded by retail places, shopping 
malls, corporation buildings and high rise apartments. Therefore, wheth-
er the time be night or day, the site is always lively with an abundance of 

movement flow from traffic and city goers.

Inspired by the theme of motion, the whole site and consequent build-
ings are molded to project the sense of movement. While the buildings 
are intended to remain static, the shaping of the building is to encom-

pass the dynamic factor of the motion concept. 

Every view of the site, whether you are standing amongst the outer area 
or the inner area, you are exposed to a parametric designed and con-
trolled curved buildings adorned with lines inspired by movement and 

motion to produce an illusion of continuous motion.  
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A 3D VIEW
By combining the use of Rhino, Grasshopper, 3DS Max and Vray, the 
concept and theme of Motion City was brought to life. 

The central building is created to not only be distinguishable amongst 
other high rise towers with its innovative twisting shape but to also com-
pliment the other surrounding buildings by not being too overly powerful 
in its geometric elements. The function of the high rise building is mainly 
business offices and residential apartments.

The lower curved buildings are primarily commercial areas for retail 
businesses. These buildings and their functions are created with the aim 
of solving existing pedestrian and traffic conditions. By creating path-
ways through the site instead of around it, and using retail shops to draw 
city goers to within the site, this would consequently lessen the pedes-
trian traffic of the outer area of the site.  






PROCESSITERATION
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Parametric design is the process of designing with parametric models 
or in a parametric modeling setting. By using programs such as Rhino 

and its plug-in; Grasshopper, geometrical representation of designs with 
components and attributes that have been parameterized can be easily 

created. 

Through this idea, designers can control parametric models which are 
capable of interacting and responding to local and global variables im-
posed by the environment at will without having to remodel or erased 

previously set configurations.

Therefore by employing the use of parametric modeling for this project, 
the concept of Motion City was captured with relative ease. By manipu-
lating variable and explicit elements, elements with dynamic and static 
values respectively, iterations of the model were then easily produced. 
The variable elements were then altered and refined until a final model 

was created which encompasses the essence of the theme motion.

As mentioned before, the variable elements of parametric modeling 
ensures that the iterative process is easily tracked because it does not 

require overwriting or changing of the initial models’ settings. Parametric 
modeling not only allows users to easily alter set variables to change 

geometrically projected shapes, but it also allows them to easily change 
settings back and forth, which therefore alters the geometrical shape.

Thus the use of parametric modeling for this project has ensured that 
the final model is altered and refined to best suit the brief through the 
iteration processes. The images to the right are iterations of the final 

model, each one different from changing variable elements implemented 
in the parametric model. The differences that can be seen are varying 

heights, the revolution of the tower, the placement of the lower buildings, 
changing widths of the tower and the amount of lower buildings included 

in the site.  

In summary, the application of parametric modeling to this project has 
enabled it to successfully fulfill the project brief of creating futuristic 

buildings with both commercial and residential elements, while at the 
same time adding value to its’ site and surrounding buildings in addition 

to complimenting and not overpowering the surrounding buildings.
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